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Re-Skinning: a fresh concept 
Re-skinning, within the self storage environment, is the concept of g
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The value of re-skinning 
Re-skinning is appealing on many levels. As most owners are keenl
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convenience to switch out the locks on the doors. Tenants appreciate this time saver, and owners 
sidestep the myriad potential liability issues of switching out doors and exposing a tenant’s 
belongings.  Finally, many of the surprises one encounters with a remodeling job are eliminated 
because you are installing a façade rather than embarking on major structural changes. 
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device.  You’ll find that quality workmanship and easy tension adjustment will keep your 
maintenance and replacement costs to a minimum.    
 
Door color is a point of consideration for re-skins just as one would find with new construction or 
other remodeling tactics.  There’s a certain amount of psychology that goes into selecting a door 
color.  Some owners may select colors to match their logo or corporate colors, while others take 
tenant mindsets into consideration.  For instance, blue (as in a blue ribbon) is considered a winning 
color; light greens are found to be soothing; yellow connotes caution; and white is known to be 
more reflective, which caters to the tenants’ need to feel safe within the facility. Something as 
subtle as your door color can affect whether a prospect rents from you or your competitor. 
 
Hiring a professional to install the job is paramount to success. Most major door manufacturers 
offer re-skin services, and some general contractors will bid for these projects, too.  Whoever you 
choose, it’s important to compare the bids in full, as some firms may omit steps to keep costs 
down.  Experience has shown that skimping at the onset means more maintenance, and money, 
down the road.   
 
Rejuvenating your public areas 
With all the effort an owner puts into the re-skinning of the hallways, let’s not forget about 
updating the rest of the facility.  Chances are when the facility was built, there were more relaxed 
building codes.  Today’s guidelines require an owner of an older facility to address ADA 
requirements, fire codes, asbestos removal, old circuit breakers and more.  In addition, tougher 
zoning guidelines may mandate your color choices, façade changes and even signage selection.  
You may also find you need to forego some rental units in order to increase your public function 
area. Installing lockers above existing units or in normally unrentable areas can help you recoup 
lost rental income. 
 
Reaping the rewards 
Re-skinning a facility is a cost-effective way to reinvent a tired facility.  The newer surroundings 
can justify higher rental rates to help offset your investment. However, once your facility is up to 
par with surrounding properties, make sure you price your rates competitively.    
 
Thanks to the ingenious mind of an owner in need as well as our constant quest to remodel, re-
skinning is an attractive and affordable renovation option for First Generation wooden facility 
components.  The perceived reinvention can drastically increase your occupancy rate and approval 
rating. And while you can’t put a price tag on perception, you can bank on the results. Now there’s 
an idea. 
 
Ramey Jackson is Vice President of Sales for Janus International, a leading manufacturer of Third 
Generation roll up doors, swing doors and hallway components for the self storage industry. For 
more information, visit www.janusintl.com.  


